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Commonwealth °Edison Company . , 
· Am: Mr. ·R~ L. Bolger 
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. · .. Your l~tter .of Dec~ber. 8,.1975, requested appr<)val ~f modificatfontto: .· 
'the' spent fuel. storage pools of Dre.sden Nuclear -Power Station Un'fts · i: -, . · · : 
and.3 and Quad C1t1es Nuclear Power Stat19rrUn1ts 1 and 2· (DPR-19,··· · 
DPR-25, DPR-29 and DPR-30). The proposed mod1'f1cat1ons would.-..incre·ase · 
th~, storage capacity of these ·fuel storage pools. . : · ·. ~.. " . · . 

. . . We are re\fiewirig your s~:bmi-ttal and ·h~ve detennined th~t the addftio~al .. 
" infonnat1on req.uested. iri Enc1.osures A. and .. B ·is necessary to continue- our:· 

review. To enable us to maintain our· review. schedule-, ·please submit · 
the requested information prior tnAugust 27,'1976. : 

Enc 1 osures : . 

,--:·' . 
, ,. ... : -. 

' . 

. A & B - Request ·for · 
Add1.tion~l Infonnation .. 

cc w/ enclosures: . 
See next page · . 

~incerely; 
-Origi.Jiel sign~d by . . 
Demiis L. 1lemanil · . 

D~nn1 s .L., Ziemann, 'chief·_;.·~ .. : 
Op.eratfog Reactors ~ranch #2 · · · ···· 

.. Division of pperat1,ng. Reactqr.•s 
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Commonwealth Edison Company 

cc w/enclosures: 
. Mr. Chirles Whitmore 

President ahd Chairman 
Iowa-Illinois Gas and 

Electric Company 
206 East Second Avenue 
Davenport, Iowa 52801 

Mr. John W. Rowe 
Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
Counselors at Law 
One First National Plaza, 42nd Floor 
Chicago, Illinois· 60603· 

- Anthony Z. Roisman, Esquire 
Roisman, Kessler and Cashdan· 
1712 N Street, N. W. 
Washington, O. C. 20036 

Moline' Public Library 
50~ - 17th Street.· 
Moline, Illinois 61265 

Morris Public Library· 
604 Liberty Street 
Morris, Illinois 60451 

2 AUG 2 3: ·1976 



APPENDIX A 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

.. DRESDEN NUCLEAR.POWER.STATION UNITS 2 AND 3 

· . QUAD CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 

DOCKET NOS: 50-237~ 50-249~ 50~254 AND 50-265 

REQUEST.FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

· 1. Discuss the extent to which dach fuel pool has been analyzed to 
verify its ability to withstand the increase in overall loading. 
Identify the loads· and load combinations fovestigated and the 
acceptance criteria f~r concluding that th~ ori~i~al-pool 
st.ruct~re is adequate. . , . 

2. Clarify if each rack is designed to be free-standing and does not 
rely on any lateral restraint from the pool walls or adjacent rack 
structures. If ·1 atera l restraint is provi d~d, discuss the effect 

·-Of increase~ loading on the restraint (~ool wall or existfng rack 
structures). If no lateral restraint is required, provide the 

.minimum clearance between adjacent racks and pool walls for the worst 
·loading condition which includes the effects of the desi_gn basis 
earthquake. · · -

/ 

· 3. Provide structural detail~, including a description of ihe.materials 
and method of installation, -for the adaptors which will allow the 
smaller fuel from Unit 1 to be placed.in a rack designed for larger 
fuel •. If there are gaps between the fuel assemblies and the walls 
.of the gutde tubes, discuss the effect of the additional loads 
which will be generated by the impact of the fuel assemblies 

.. during a po~tulated seismic excitatioD._~ ... __ ·-

I 
I 

.i 

--



. ·APPENDIX B 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

DRESDEN NUCLEAR POWER.STATION UNirs·2·AND 3 
-..... · 

QUAD CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION.UNITS 1 AND·2 

DOCKET NOS; 50~237~ 50~249~ ·50~254.AND 50~265-

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

1. What are the specific needs that require increased storage capacity 
in the spent fuel pool (SFP)? Include in the response: 

(a) status of contractual arrangements, if any, with fuel-storage 
or fuel-reprocessing facilities, 

(b) proposed refueling schedule, including the expected number of 
fuel assemblies that will be transferred into the SFP at each 
refueling, 

(c) number of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the SFP, 

(d) control rod assemblies or other components stored in the SFP, and 

(e) the additional time period that spent fuel ass~mblies would be 
stored on-site as a result of the proposed expansion. 

2. Discuss the total construction cost associated with the proposed 
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and 
indirect) and allowance for funds used during construction. 

3. · Discuss the alternatives to increasing the storage capacity of. the 
SFPs The alternatives considered should include: 

(a) shipment to a fuel reprocessing facility, 

(b) shipment to another reactor site, 

(c) shutting down the reactor. 

The discussion of options (a) and (b) should include a cost comparison 
in terms of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly. The discussion 
of (c) should include the cost for providing replacement power either 
from within or outside the licensee's generating system.· 

4. Discuss whether the commitment of material resources (e.g., stainless 
.steel, boral, B

4
.C, etc.) would tend to significantly foreclose the 

alternatives available with respect to any other licensing actions 
designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel storage capacity. 
Describe the material resources that would be consumed by the proposed 
modification. 
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5. Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum temperature 
of water in the SFP which would result from the proposed expansion, the 
resulting increase in evaporation rates, the additional heat load on 
component and/or plant cooling water systems and whether there will be 
any signficant increase in the a.mount of heat released to the environment. 

6. Provide the present annual quantity.of solid radioactive wastes 
generated by the SFP purification system. Discuss the expected 
increase in solid wastes which will result from the expansion 
of the capacity of the SFP. 

7. Please provide data regarding krypton-85 measured from the fuel 
building ventilation system by year for the last two years. If 
data.are not available from the fuel building ventilation system, 
provide this data for the ventilation release which includes 
this system. 

8. Provide a discussion of the increases in the doses to personnel from 
radionuclide concentrations in the SFP due to the expansion of the 
capacity of the SFP, including the following: 

(a) Provide a table showing the most recent gamma isotopic analysis 
of SFP wa~er identifying the principal radionuclides and their 
respective concentrations. 

(b) Please provide the models used to determine the external dose . 
equivalent rate from these radionuclides. Consider the dose 
equivalent rate.at some distance above the center and edge of 
the pool respectively. (Use relevant experience if necessary.) 

(c) Provide a table .of recent analysis performed to determine the 
principal airborne radionuclides and their respective concen
trations in the SFP area. 

(d) Provide the model and assumptions used to determine the 
increase in dose rate from the radionuclides identified in 
(c) above in the SFP area and at the site boundary. 

(e) Provide an estimate of the increase in the annual man-rem , 
·burden from more frequent changing of the demineralizer resin 
and filter media. 

(f) Discuss the buildup of crud (e.g., 58co,. 6 0co) alon·g the 
sides of the pool and th~ removal methods that will be used 
to reduce radiation levels at the pool edge to as low as 

.reasonably achievable. 

(g) Specify the expected total man-rem to be received by personnel 
occupying the fuel pool area based on all operations in that 
area including the doses resulting from (e) and (f) above. 

Inciude a discussion of your radiation· protection program, as it affects 
(a) through (g) above, in your response. 
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6. 

ENVIRON"!'IT:l\TAL n~d COST /BE~iEFIT f..SSESSHENT 

e 
What are the spccif ic needs that require increased storage capacity 
itl the spent fuel J?Ool (SH)? Include in the response: 

(a) statl!S of contractual arrangements, if any, with fuel-storage 
or fuel-reproces~ing facilities, 

(b) proposed refueling schedule t including the. expected number of 
fuel assewblies that will be trc.nsf erred into the SFP at each 
refueling, 

(c) nuu:ber of spent fuel assemblies presently stored in the SFP, 

(d) control rod assemblies or other components stored in the SFP, and 

(e) tr~ a<lditioaal time period that spent fuel Rsseroblies would be 
stored on-site as a result of the propose~ expansion • 

. 7. Discuss the total construction cost assoGiated. with the proposed 
modification, including engineering, capital costs (direct and 
indirect) and allowance for funds used during construction.· 

.8.. Discuss the alternatives to increasing the storage capad.ty of the 
SFP?'· The alternatives considered should include: 

(a) shipment to a .fuel reprocessing facility, 

. (b) shipment to another reactor site, 

(c) shutting down the reactor. 

The discussion of options (a) and (b) should include a cost comparison 
in tcnns of dollars per KgU stored or cost per assembly. The discussion 

. of (c) should include the cost for providing replacement power either 
from within or outside the licensee's generating system • 

. 9. Discuss whether the co1o/-litment of.material resources (e.g., stainless 
Steel, boral, B

4
C, ~tc.) Mould tend to significantly foreclose the 

alternatives available .with respect to any other licensing actions 
designed to ameliorate a possible shortage of spent fuel storage capacity. 
J)escribe the material resources that would be consumed by the proposed 
modification. 

1 O. Discuss the additional heat load and the anticipated maximum temperature 
of water in the SFP which would result from the·proposed expansion, the 
resulting increase in evaporation rates, the additional heat load on 
component and/or plant cooling water systems and whether there will be 
any sign_ficant increase in the amount of heat released to the environment. 

-. ' :- . 1 




